Abstract. We have developed a novel approach to the extraction of cloud base height (CBH) from pairs of whole-sky imagers (WSIs). The core problem is to spatially register cloud fields from widely separated WSIs; this complete, triangulation provides the CBH measurements. The wide camera separation and the self-similarity of clouds defeats standard matching algorithms when applied to static views of the sky. In response, we use optical flow methods that exploit the fact that modern WSIs provide image sequences. We will describe the algorithm, a confidence metric for its performance, a method to correct the severe projective effects of the WSI camera, and results on real data.
Introduction
Cloud base height (CBH) is a dominant factor in determining the infrared radiative properties of clouds. However, cloud base heights are not well known, as they are difficult to measure. To address this fact, this paper presents a novel approach for the extraction of cloud base height from pairs of whole-sky imaging (WSI) cameras. Given two images from widely separated WSI cameras, the core problem of computing cloud height is to find corresponding points between the two images. Correlation of intensity values is a standard technique for finding the corresponding point along the epipolar line. However, the wide camera separation (necessary to cover the observation area required by our application) and the self-similarity of clouds may defeat this approach when applied to static views of the sky.
To compute CBH we exploit the fact that modern WSIs provide sequences of images. With these sequences, the optical flow field, i.e., a field of vectors which represent the image motion of points, can be recovered and used to aid in finding corresponding points. Specifically, we augment the correlation approach to include this motion information along with the intensity information at each pixel.
There are a number of constraints that make this problem and its solution noteworthy. One is that the cloud base measurements are required over a wide observation area. However, due to the cost of the WSIs, their number had to be kept to a minimum. This results in a large separation (on the order of 5 km) between the WSIs. Further, the WSIs have a very wide field of view (180
• ), resulting in large perspective distortions near the edges of the images. Finally, the cloud heights for an entire image must be computed in under a minute.
The following sections will motivate this problem and the use of WSI cameras, describe the central principle of the height extraction algorithm, discuss how it overcomes the effects of the WSI camera projection on cloud shape and motion, and present quantitative measures of its performance as evaluated on real data.
General circulation models and clouds
A major goal for the Department of Energy's (DOE's) global change efforts is to improve the accuracy of general circulation models (GCMs) capable of predicting the timing and magnitude of greenhouse gas-induced global warming (Cess et al. 1989) . Clouds, in particular cloud base height, exert the single largest influence on this problem, and at the same time present the largest uncertainties in predicting global climate change. As a result, cloud studies are critical to understanding global climate change and improving the predictive accuracy of GCMs. Accordingly, in the DOE Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program a key goal is the effective treatment of cloud formation and cloud properties, as supported by a field measurements program. The first such cloud and radiation testbed (CART) site extracts cloud measurements over a 30-km diameter region. One of the instruments at the CART sites is the Whole-Sky Imager developed by the Marine Physical Laboratory (MPL) at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography ). These imagers can acquire full-resolution (1/3
• ) digital images at a rate of one per minute. This is rapid enough to Fig. 1 . One frame of a real cloud scene as viewed from two WSI cameras. This example shows how difficult the correspondence problem can be. Corresponding points appear shifted down and to the left in the right image capture most of the cloud dynamics of interest and fully utilize the image motion of the clouds.
Method

An overview
Unfortunately, the state of the art in cloud imagery processing is not yet capable of extracting measures as central and important as cloud bottom heights. The main problem is to spatially match up cloud fields from widely separated WSI cameras; once registered against each other, computation of cloud bottom heights proceeds in a straightforward fashion from triangulation and knowledge of the camera locations.
The automatic registration of cloud scenes has been successfully handled, but only for closely spaced cameras (Rocks 1987) . The registration problem facing ARM, however, is considerably harder in that a camera spacing in the order of 5 km is required to achieve adequate coverage at the required resolution with a small number of cameras. With this baseline spacing, the three-dimensional nature of clouds generates occlusion and perspective effects that will cause them to image differently at the various cameras. Because of this, correlation-based registration using intensity only is insufficient. Further, the visual self-similarity of clouds defeats token matching (the detection and matching of a small number of visually distinctive regions), the only common alternative approach.
As an example, Fig. 1 contains a pair of simultaneous frames. The center of each image is the point directly overhead of the WSI and the edge of the image shows points near the horizon (80
• from vertical for this generation of WSI). Careful examination will show that corresponding points appear shifted down and to the left in the right image. This can be difficult to determine by eye, primarily due to the difference in perspective experienced by the widely separated cameras.
Flow field correlation
Our solution to this problem makes use of the fact that WSI images are acquired at a rate of one per minute, which provides a comparatively dynamic view of the sky. This provides a means to overcome the registration obstacles mentioned before, which apply only to the attempt to register two static views of the sky.
Tersely, we compute temporal flow fields from each camera separately. Then, starting from a point in an image from Camera 1, we first use the epi-polar projection constraint to restrict the area that must be searched in a Camera 2 image. For each candidate pair of points in the two images, the local image area and the flow fields around both points are processed to remove the distorting effects of the fish-eye lens. The processed values from the two points are correlated in four dimensions (grey level and motion direction), and the correlations along the entire epi-polar line are examined to determine the best match. In this way, the additional constraints provided by the flow field are exploited to make the matching unique.
A confidence metric
The WSI cameras are widely separated, and clouds are 3D objects that can occlude themselves. For both reasons, it is possible that many cloud points will be visible in one camera but not the other. When this happens, the algorithm for finding corresponding points between images will nonetheless report a matching point (whichever point best matches), but the resulting computed height will most likely be incorrect. In cases where the corresponding point does not exist, a height should not be computed and the algorithm should report this. Accordingly, we describe a confidence metric which indicates the confidence that the algorithm has found two truly corresponding points. (Confidence metrics similar to ours have been developed by others, e.g., Fua 1993; Hannah 1989.) To compute the confidence, we effectively find corresponding points twice. Let p 1 be a point in WSI image 1. The epi-polar line for point p 1 is computed in WSI image 2. The best matching point along this epi-polar line is found. Call this point p 2 . Next, the epi-polar line for point p 2 is computed in WSI image 1. The best matching point along this epi-polar line is found. Call this point p 1 . In the ideal case, p 1 and p 1 are the same point. The distance between points p 1 and p 1 is the confidence value. So the smaller the value, the higher the confidence of the algorithm, as it is more likely that two truly matching points have been found.
Given two points from corresponding images, how to determine how well they match will be discussed in the next section.
Determining the common field of reference
Due to the projective effects of the WSI camera, images from separate WSIs must be transformed so that shape and velocity of the same cloud appear the same in both WSIs. Consider the case where a cloud moves horizontally over a WSI with constant velocity. In the fish-eye WSI view, radial distance from the center of the image is proportional to zenith angle. Therefore, as the cloud enters the field of view of the WSI at high zenith angle, a unit displacement of the cloud in the scene produces a smaller displacement in the image than if the cloud were at small zenith angle. So when the cloud enters the field of view it moves slowly, accelerates as it passes overhead, then decelerates as it approaches the horizon. Similarly, the shapes of clouds are compressed as the zenith angle increases.
In order for movement and shape in the image to reflect the movement and shape in the scene regardless of zenith angle, one transforms the WSI image into pseudo-cartesian coordinates . In this section, we show that the pseudo-cartesian transformation (PCT) generates an image sequence where a horizontal motion in the scene results in an image motion (or flow vector) that is independent of where that point projects into the image, i.e., it is independent of zenith angle.
Another approach for counteracting the projective effects of the WSI would be to consider a pinhole camera model. However, a pinhole camera model is inappropriate for a wide-field-of-view camera. There are several optical reasons (loss of resolution at the edge of the FOV, and the cos 4 intensity drop-off), but the main practical concern is that with a fish-eye camera resolution in object space is much coarser at the edge of FOV than at the center of FOV. Therefore, the pinhole camera model will not accurately model the appearance of features near the edge of the FOV. Also, for the pinhole camera to model the full FOV of the WSI the resulting image dimensions will be very large; infinitely large, in fact, with the 180
• FOV of the WSIs.
The pseudo-cartesian transformation (PCT)
In order to counteract the projective effects of the WSI, the PCT rescales distance from the center of the image to a dependence that varies linearly with the tangent of the zenith angle. Let R wsi and R pct be the distance from the center of the image to a point in WSI and PCT coordinates, respectively. Let θ be the zenith angle. The coordinate transformations are defined as follows :
PCT:
R wsi and R pct are the distances from the center of the image to a point in WSI and PCT coordinates, respectively. The choice of "tan(65 • )" and "235" in Eq. 2 is arbitrary and is discussed in (Allmen and Kegelmeyer 1994) .
The procedure for constructing the PCT from the fish-eye image begins with identifying a pixel, p pct , at coordinates (x pct , y pct ), in the PCT image. The zenith of the point is found using Eq. 2. The computed zenith is then substituted into Eq. 1 to find the distance, R wsi , from the center of the image. That pixel is then copied to (x pct , y pct ) in the PCT image. The azimuth is not changed by the PCT. Figure 1a shows an image before PCT. Figure 1b shows the same image after PCT. The "stretching" of the image away from the center is clearly visible. This stretching counteracts the compression of the fish-eye camera.
When finding corresponding points between pairs of images, we need to perform the PCT on small neighborhoods, so that the corresponding neighborhoods are in the same frame of reference. Let p wsi be a point, around which a neighborhood is to be PCT-ed. The zenith of p wsi is found Fig. 2 . a A WSI image before PCT. b The same image after PCT using Eq. 1. The computed zenith is then substituted into Eq. 2 to find the distance, R pct , giving p pct . Each point in the neighborhood around p pct has its distance from the center of the image computed, R pct , and substituted into Eq. 2 to find the zenith of that point. Equation 1 is used then to find the point in the WSI that maps to it. So the mapping is first from WSI to pseudo-cartesian then from pseudo cartesian to WSI. One cannot simply PCT each point around p wsi to obtain the neighborhood around p pct , because not every point in the neighborhood around p pct will necessarily have a value mapped to it.
Flow fields could be computed on PCT-ed images and then corresponding vectors would be equal. However, we compute the flow field on unPCT-ed image and PCT the resulting flow vectors by PCT-ing the base and end of the vector.
It is shown in Allmen and Kegelmeyer (1994) that, given a horizontal shape in the sky (a reasonable assumption for cloud fields), the resulting shapes and flow fields in two WSI images are identical.
The algorithm
At this point everything necessary to compute cloud base heights has been described. The complete algorithm is as follows: • Perform PCT on the flow fields in neighborhoods around p 2 and p 3 (Allmen and Kegelmeyer 1994) • Perform a 4D correlation of the PCT-ed pixel and flow neighborhoods. The three-component flow vector is equally weighted with the intensity value. -Find the point of maximum correlation value along the epi-polar line. Call this point p 1 . -Compute the cloud height using p 1 and p 2 as corresponding points. -Compute the distance between p 1 and p 1 . This is the confidence of point p 1 .
Test data
Cloud base heights have been computed for real WSI data collected under conditions designed to be similar to those that will actually be experienced in field studies. The WSI camera which generated our existing data is the WholeSky Imager developed by the Marine Physical Laboratory (MPL) at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography ). Our WSI data was taken in May 1992 in White Sands, N.M. In an attempt to simulate the eventual CART data, we separated two WSIs by 5.54 km, with a ceilometer located close to the midpoint between them. The intent of the ceilometer was to provide fiduciary points with which to check our algorithm. It was fired once a minute, in time with both WSIs. As a result, when the ceilometer reports the presence of clouds, simple geometry and knowledge of the camera location suffices to compute which pixel on the WSI images corresponds to that ceilometer report. The cloud base height computed at that point can then be compared to the ceilometer measurement.
Performance results
In this section results will be presented. A number of issues are investigated, including:
-What size correlation window should be used? -How far off the epi-polar line should you look for corresponding points? -How much does using the optical flow field help?
In all cases, only points where the computed height was confident are considered when presenting results. Points with confidence values below 2.1 are considered confident. If the confidence threshold is set to a lower value (so only more confident points are considered), the number of confident points decreases, but the distribution of errors remains approximately the same.
Results are presented as error histograms, reflecting the difference between each confidently computed height and the true height at that point. As expected, most peaks are centered at zero. For all histograms, the standard deviation of the data shown in the histogram is also presented. However, the usefulness of standard deviation as a metric depends on the application. If large errors are no worse than small errors, then the standard deviation is not a good indicator of performance since large errors have more impact on the standard deviation than do small errors. However, if large errors are in fact worse than small errors, then the standard deviation is an appropriate measure of performance.
For all results, a computed height within 5% of the correct height is considered correct. A 5% accuracy is completely within the tolerable accuracy for this application, as it translates into 0.5
• centigrade cloud temperature accuracy, which was the CART requirement. If it were necessary, we could compute cloud base height over many points in the image and increase accuracy by doing spatial averaging and statistical analysis to remove outliers. We do not treat this in detail in this paper, as 5% is sufficient. Further, the extra analysis would require additional computing time, running afoul of the "1 min per image pair" constraint.
Most of the error histograms also show a right-hand tail. This result is due to the experimental scenario. In all experiments, the cloud heights were quite low, giving very large disparities. This results in many points not being visible in both cameras or many matching points being near the outer edge of the image. On average there were 66 incorrect pixel matches along the epi-polar line that would give too low a height and 300 incorrect pixel matches that would give too high a height. Assuming that if the correct match is not found then the best matching point is effectively picked at random along the epi-polar line, it is expected that the computed heights would be skewed too high.
As mentioned earlier, in order to test the accuracy of our computed heights with real images, a ceilometer was used to measure the cloud height for a point on a cloud. Cloud heights were computed for all the points in a 5×5 neighborhood around the point where the ceilometer was pointing. This is done for all the ceilometer hits in one day and results for the entire day are shown together. Unfortunately, the range of the ceilometer was only 3800 m, so clouds above 3800 m were not detectable by the ceilometer. Since only points around ceilometer hits are processed for these results, all clouds in these experiments were below 3800 m. The lower the cloud, the greater its shape varies between two WSI cameras. Therefore, these results show the performance of the algorithm on the hardest of cases, i.e., low clouds.
The size of the neighborhood used to do the correlation when trying to find matching points can vary anywhere from one to the size of the image. Smaller neighborhood sizes require less computation, but often do not perform as well as larger sizes. In order to determine the optimal value, results are computed for various correlation sizes. This is shown in Fig. 3 . After a size of about 19×19 little is gained by using a larger window.
Since there is uncertainty in the relative positioning of the WSI cameras, it is possible that the matching point is not on the epi-polar line. Therefore, it may be beneficial to look some small distance away from the epi-polar line for matching points. Figure 4 shows the results when additional points near the epi-polar line are considered as possible matching points. Clearly, nothing much is gained by examining points off the epi-polar line. So, if the correct matching point is in fact off the line, the point on the epi-polar line that best matches must be very close to the true matching point. Since Finally, the importance of using optical flow was tested. Figure 5 shows results with and without using flow to help find corresponding points. The benefits of using flow, while present, are not as significant as one would initially expect. This tells us that, while the human visual systems needs the additional help of flow to find corresponding points, the computer gets most of the matching information from the texture of the clouds and not from the variations in the flow field.
The results for 2 days using the optimal parameter settings are shown in Fig. 6 . In summary, in this section we have shown the following: -For the pixel resolution of the current WSI, a 19×19 correlation window should be used.
-Looking for matching points off the epi-polar lines does not increase performance. -The usefulness of optical flow for finding corresponding points is, in this algorithm, minimal.
Concluding remarks
We have demonstrated how paired data from widely separated whole-sky imagers can be fused to extract cloud base heights, an important cloud property and one which could not be recovered from either imager alone. An important feature of our approach, one that will help it to generalize to the incorporation of other data sources, is its ability to measure its own confidence in the determined base heights. A motivating factor for this research was to exploit the ability of the WSI imager to provide temporally dense sequences of images. This would allow us to use cloud dynamics to help find corresponding points between images. However, the usefulness of using optical flow was not as great as was expected. But this only says there is sufficient texture in the images to find corresponding points, and that the additional information of optical flow is not strictly necessary. We also found that looking off the epi-polar line does not improve performance and that a 19×19 correlation window is a reasonable choice.
We presented results on particularly challenging real data. Additional experiments and results on synthetic data are available in (Allmen and Kegelmeyer 1994) . Recall that due to the limitations of the ceilometer, only the hardest case clouds were used in the results. With this data, cloud base heights are computed to within 5% of the correct height approximately 50% of the time. Again, 5% accuracy is completely within the necessary accuracy for this application, as it translates into 0.5
• centigrade cloud temperature accuracy, which was the CART requirement.
